Making ultrastrong steel tough by grain-boundary delamination
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Developing ultrahigh strength steels that are ductile, fracture resistant, and cost-effective would be attractive for a variety of structural applications. We show that improved fracture resistance in a steel with an ultrahigh yield strength of nearly 2GPa can be achieved by activating delamination toughening coupled with transformation induced plasticity. Delamination toughening associated with intensive but controlled cracking at Mn-enriched prior-austenite grain boundaries normal to the primary fracture surface dramatically improves the overall fracture resistance. As a result, fracture under plane-strain conditions is automatically transformed into a series of fracture processes in “parallel” plane-stress conditions through the thickness. The present “high-strength induced multi-delamination” strategy offers a different pathway to develop engineering materials with ultra-high strength and superior toughness at economical materials cost.

Lightweight yet cost-efficient structural materials with superior mechanical properties are continually sought after in engineering applications to meet the demands of sustainable economy development. Unfortunately, attaining high strength is usually at the expense of deteriorating toughness, which invariably is a major concern for safety-critical applications (1, 2). The strengthening mechanisms in structural metals and alloys are built on the fundamental principle of inhibiting, or blocking, dislocation slip by introducing various obstacles at different length-scales (3, 4). However, abundant dislocations entangled in small imperfections can give rise to the localized stress concentrations that can cause crack initiation which eventually can lead to catastrophic failure (1, 5). A mainstream effort to overcome the strength-toughness trade-off is focused on tailoring the microstructure or designing materials by solid-solution alloying. Multi-element high and medium-entropy alloys possess exceptional damage tolerance at cryogenic temperatures because of a deformation-induced nano-twinning mechanism (6, 7). Maraging steels are another example as they are recognized as the strongest metal alloys with acceptable damage tolerance for aerospace applications. However, maraging steels contain a large amount of costly alloying elements like nickel (17-19 wt %), cobalt (8-12 wt %) and molybdenum (3-5 wt %) (8). Although the maraging steel alloying strategy is a perfect vehicle to attain superior mechanical performance, economical mass production and recycling are not feasible due to costs and environmental concerns (3, 9). Reducing the average grain size is a different non-alloying pathway to enhance the strength-toughness combination. However, this approach can be limiting because the strengthening is usually achieved at the sacrifice of losing ductility (10, 11). We show here that exceptional damage-tolerance can be achieved in an ultrastrong steel, with a simple composition and cost-effective processing route for fabrication. We demonstrate that increasing the yield strength is not detrimental to the toughness, but instead it can facilitate the activation of a delamination toughening (12, 13) mechanism. This substantially enhances the toughness. Specifically, the ultrahigh yield strength enables a secondary fracture mode, delamination cracking, at interfaces normal to the primary fracture surface. Multiple separated laminated ligaments develop near the fracture surface because of the delamination events, providing an extra energy release rate for fracture as well as enhancing crack-tip blunting, collectively elevating the overall fracture toughness. Such delamination toughening combined with transformation-induced plasticity (TRIP) toughening are rarely realized simultaneously in structural materials. The combination enables an intriguing combination of strength, ductility and toughness properties in our steel.

Our steel has a chemical composition of Fe-9.95%Mn-0.44%C-1.87%Al-0.67%V (weight percent) and was fabricated by a deformed and partitioned treatment (fig. S1) (14). Starting with an almost fully austenitic microstructure (fig. S2), the prior-austenite grains are extensively elongated along the rolling direction (RD) during the initial hot rolling and warm
rolling processes (I4, I5). The austenite partially transforms to martensite during the subsequent cold rolling, resulting in a lamellar martensite/austenite duplex microstructure (Fig. 1A), which contains a volume fraction of austenite, measured at 47.5% by neutron diffraction (Fig. S3). Partitioning is finally performed to optimize the mechanical stability of retained austenite by C partitioning from martensite to austenite (fig. S4) (I4). The martensitic matrix ($\alpha'$) is composed of nano-sized grains decorated by intensive dislocations (fig. S5). The dislocation density of martensite matrix was determined by neutron diffraction to be $2.43 \times 10^{16} \text{ m}^{-2}$ which is at least one order higher than that of other martensitic steels (fig. S6); further details of this calculation based on neutron diffraction measurements are given in ref. (I6). The austenite ($\gamma$) phase displays a stretched lamellar-shaped grain structure with dimensions of hundreds of micrometers along the RD, dozens of micrometers in the transverse direction (TD), and a few micrometers in the normal direction (ND) (Fig. 1A). Of particular note is that the prior-austenite grain boundaries (PAGBs) are retained during cold rolling where some austenite grains transform to martensite; this is indicated by the black dotted lines in the three-dimensional (3D) stereographic microstructure in Fig. 1B, reconstructed from the PAGBs maps. Further atomic-scale composition analysis of the present steel by 3D atom probe topography (APT) shows segregation of Mn and C to the PAGB [Fig. 1C, detailed explanation in (I6)]. No segregation of P, S and other harmful elements to the PAGB was detected. To better illustrate the laminated duplex microstructure, we constructed a schematic 3D model (Fig. 1D).

To evaluate the mechanical properties of the ultrastrong steel, we characterized the tensile properties and the J-integral based crack-resistance ($J$-$\Delta a$) R-curves in both the RD and TD orientations in ambient air. The RD (or TD) dog-bone shaped tensile specimen was strained along (or perpendicular to) the elongated austenitic grains (Fig. 2A). Correspondingly, the notch and crack propagation direction in the RD (or TD) compact-tension (C(T) fracture toughness specimen were aligned perpendicular to (or parallel to) the elongated austenitic grains. Benefiting from the unusually high dislocation density, tensile loading along the RD yields a superior combination of strength and ductility (Fig. 2B) (I4). Specifically, the upper yield strength ($\sigma_{\text{u}}$), the ultimate tensile strength ($\sigma_{\text{u,t}}$), and the uniform elongation ($\varepsilon_{\text{u}}$) were determined to be 1,978 MPa, 2,144 MPa and 19.0%, respectively (Fig. 2B and table S1). Properties in the loading direction along the TD are also sound with a very high ultimate tensile strength of 2,048 MPa similar to that for the RD orientation, but plastic deformation begins to proceed earlier; the 0.2% offset yield strength ($\sigma_{\text{y}}$) in the TD orientation was measured to be 1,714 MPa.

In view of its ultrahigh strength and plastic deformation capacity, we evaluated the fracture resistance of the present steel by measuring J-integral based R-curves, i.e., $J$ as a function of the stable crack extension, $\Delta a$, using the C(T) specimens in accordance with the ASTM Standard E1820 (I7). Our steel displays a modest fracture toughness when loaded along TD, presenting an average $J_{\text{c}}$ of 19.6 kJ m$^{-2}$ at crack initiation (Fig. 2C and table S1). The crack-resistance (R-curve) behavior in the TD slightly rises as the crack extends, resulting in a valid crack-growth toughness of $J_{\text{c}} = 28.7$ kJ m$^{-2}$ at a crack extension $\Delta a$ of ~1 mm. These fracture properties are comparable to those of the best strong-yet-tough materials, such as 18Ni 300-grade maraging steels (I8, I9) and commercial-aircraft-quality 300M and 4340 steels (20, 21). In spite of a higher yield strength of the RD tensile specimens, the R-curve in the RD orientation reveals an even better crack resistance, showing a crack-initiation toughness $J_{\text{ic}}$ of 46.9 kJ m$^{-2}$ and a crack-growth toughness $J_{\text{c}}$ of 84.6 kJ m$^{-2}$ as the crack extends to $\Delta a$ ~1 mm (Fig. 2C and table S1). These toughness values in the RD are almost 1.5 and 2 times higher than those in the TD, respectively. According to the standard mode-I J-K equivalence relationship, the crack-initiation toughness, $K_{\text{ic}}$, of the RD and TD specimens were determined to be 101.5 and 65.4 MPa m$^{1/2}$, respectively. Likewise, the crack-growth toughness at $\Delta a$ ~1 mm, $K_{\text{c}}$, was 136.4 and 79.4 MPa m$^{1/2}$ for the RD and TD specimens, respectively. These are very high values of the crack-initiation and crack-growth toughnesses in our ultrastrong steel that are not found in any other existing structural materials at a comparable yield strength (~2 GPa).

To illuminate the underlying toughening mechanisms responsible for the exceptional damage tolerance of the ultrastrong steel, we characterized the microstructures on various sections of the RD and TD C(T) specimens (Fig. 3, A and E). Featured regions on the fracture surfaces characterized by scanning electron microscopy (SEM) show the existence of multiple thin-layer delamination bands in both RD and TD orientations (Fig. 3, B and F). Observed from the fracture surface, the original ~1.4 mm-thick RD specimens were delaminated through the thickness into several thin layers with their inter-spacings (or delamination cracks) “penetrating” into the material along the planes perpendicular to the fracture surface. Moreover, delamination cracks at different length-scales were developed in the present steel, resulting in numerous delamination bands sized in the range of several micrometers (Region A in Fig. 3B). The thickness of these delamination ligaments was remarkable thinner than that in other structural materials containing delamination cracks (I2, I3). Delamination was also present in the TD specimens, but the delamination cracks were fewer in number and shorter in length than those in the RD specimens. The microstructure in the vicinity of the delamination cracks in the through-
thickness sections normal to the fracture surface was further characterized to clarify the micro-mechanisms associated with the delamination cracks (Fig. 3C, C and G). Based on the statistical distribution of the crack lengths (shown in figs. S7 and S8), the delamination cracks in the RD specimens can be categorized into two groups: short cracks with lengths < ~50 μm (blue arrows in Fig. 3C) and longer cracks with lengths > ~50 μm (dark red arrows in Fig. 3C). Moreover, slender cracks disconnected from the fracture surface (pink arrows in Fig. 3C) were usually observed in the vicinity of the long delamination cracks. Further characterization at the tips of the delamination cracks clearly indicated that these cracks propagate predominantly along the PAGBs (Fig. 3C). In the case of the TD specimens, only short delamination cracks with lengths shorter than 50 μm were observed (Fig. 3G). Clearly, loading along the RD results in a much larger tendency for delamination.

The activation of delamination toughening requires two necessary conditions: intrinsically and microstructurally, the existence of “relatively weak interfaces”, where delamination takes place; mechanically, with a “high mechanical stress” that exceeds the critical fracture stress of the “relatively weak interfaces”. From our characterization of the locations at delamination crack tips, the Mn-enriched PAGBs in our steel serve as the “relatively weak interfaces” and preferential sites for the initiation and propagation of the delamination microcracks (Fig. 3, C and G). Actually, the Mn-enriched PAGBs still have a high level of cohesion strength, but they are just not as strong as the grain interior due to the segregation of Mn (Fig. 1C) (22, 23). By comparison, such delaminations do not occur in maraging steels, no matter how high their yield strengths are, as there are no such interfaces and preferential sites along the boundaries with reduced cohesion.

From the perspective of the mechanical driving force, a triaxial tensile stress-state exists ahead of a crack tip under plane-strain conditions. The material in front of the crack tip is subjected to a tensile stress (σ3 in Fig. S9A) along the thickness direction (ND in Fig. 1A). When the tensile stress σ3 that is perpendicular to the PAGBs is sufficiently high to reach the critical fracture stress of the Mn-enriched PAGBs (Fig. 3A), delamination will occur. To meet this requirement, the material should have sufficiently high yield strength so that a high external applied stress is required. A higher external applied stress will lead to a higher σ3 at the crack tip. For certain structural materials containing weak interfaces, delamination cracks are mainly formed at low temperatures where the interfaces may be more brittle and the through-thickness stresses are larger. This leads to the fascinating effect that such alloys, e.g., certain Al-Li alloys (I2) and ultrafine-grained low alloy steels (24, 25), become tougher at cryogenic temperatures compared to ambient temperature. As demonstrated here, the present steel possesses ultrahigh yield strength due to its high dislocation density, and Mn-enriched PAGBs with relatively low cohesion as compared to the grain interior, acting as the preferential delamination sites; this meets the two necessary requirements to activate delamination toughening and leads to its exceptional room-temperature fracture toughness for a metallic alloy with a yield strength in the 2 GPa range.

As a consequence of the multiple delamination cracks occurring ahead of the crack front and perpendicular to the crack plane, the expected fracture under plane-strain conditions is transformed into a series of fracture processes in “parallel” plane-stress ligaments through the thickness which individually display a far higher (plane-stress) toughness than for a single (full-thickness) plane-strain section (Fig. S9B). In parallel, numerous new interfaces generated during the delamination process consume energy, which effectively increases the energy release rate to contribute to the exceptional fracture toughness. Our current study further reveals that the delamination toughening is affected by the relative orientations of the delamination crack path with respect to the elongated duplex structure. The length of the PAGBs along RD are almost three times of that parallel to TD due to the large rolling reduction (Fig. 1B). As the delamination cracks propagate along the elongated PAGBs parallel to RD in the RD specimens, longer delamination cracks are developed (Fig. 3C). However, delamination cracks extend with short PAGBs parallel to the TD on the through-thickness section in the TD specimen. Furthermore, numerous PAGBs, aligned perpendicular to the crack path, are developed in the TD specimen. These grain boundaries are effective obstacles to retard the propagation of delamination cracks (Fig. 3G). Therefore, the longer (or shorter) delamination cracks developed in the RD (or TD) specimens give rise to a larger (or smaller) toughening effect, which is consistent with the higher (or lower) values of the measured toughness in these orientations.

The present steel also displays a TRIP effect during crack advance. The TRIP-toughening is due to an in situ austenite to martensite transformation that is triggered in the vicinity of the crack tip, where an initial duplex martensitic/austenitic microstructure (Fig. 1A) is transformed to an almost fully martensitic microstructure (Fig. 3, D and H) after crack propagation. Due to the lattice-parameter difference between martensite and parent austenite, a compressive residual stress is likely introduced by the TRIP effect in the vicinity of crack tip to further resist crack propagation (26). In addition, TRIP effect can serve to promote strain hardening which, in turn, enhances the uniform ductility by delaying the onset of the necking instability to provide additional intrinsic toughening to resist crack propagation (27, 28).

Similar to the delamination toughening, the TRIP-toughening is also a function of the crack extension.
orientations. A largersized TRIP zone is realized in the RD specimen (Fig. 3D) where the main crack propagates perpendicular to the elongated austenite. In contrast, a small-sized TRIP-zone is produced (Fig. 3H) in the TD specimen because the growth of the TRIP-zone is significantly restricted by the PAGBs parallel to the elongated austenite lamellae (28). This is illustrated in the schematic figures in Fig. 3, D and H. Consistently, higher (or lower) toughness values exhibited in the RD (or TD) specimens are ascribed to the stronger (or weaker) TRIP toughening effect induced by the larger (or smaller-sized) TRIP zone.

To demonstrate how the excellent damage-tolerance in our steel compares to other ultra-high strength structural materials, we show in Fig. 4 an Ashby map of the crack-initiation fracture toughness versus yield strength. Our steel exhibits a comparable yield strength to some of the strongest existing metallic materials, namely maraging steels, but with an initiation toughness (KIC) that is almost a factor of two higher. Indeed, our steel displays a toughness comparable to titanium alloys but with a factor of two higher strength. The exceptional combination of strength and toughness clearly demonstrates that the “high-strength induced multi-delamination” mechanism can be highly effective in maximizing the mechanical properties of high-strength structural materials while minimizing material cost. Our material design principle that exploits high strength combined with relatively weak interfaces, is one that we believe can be widely applied to optimize the mechanical performance of materials with ultra-high strength.
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Fig. 1. Microstructure of the present steel. (A) 3D stereographic microstructure reconstructed by EBSD phase maps scanned on the orthotropic planes perpendicular to the rolling direction (RD), transverse direction (TD), and normal direction (ND), respectively. A heterogeneous laminated duplex microstructure comprising martensitic matrix ($\alpha'$) and elongated austenite ($\gamma$) lamellae is exhibited in the present steel. Retained austenite grains are elongated along the RD and slightly stretched along the TD. (B) 3D stereographic microstructure reconstructed by the prior-austenite grain boundaries (PAGBs) maps imaged by SEM. The PAGBs are marked by the black dotted lines and show a heterogeneous distribution. (C) 3D ion concentration map, which contains a PAGB and a corresponding 1-D concentration profile across the boundary, shows the segregation of Mn and C to the PAGB. (D) Schematic 3D model illustrates the microstructural features of the heterogeneous microstructure of the present steel.
Fig. 2. Tensile and fracture properties of the present steel. (A) Schematic diagram describing the orientations of the dog-bone shaped tensile specimens and the compact-tension C(T) specimens relative to the thin-sheet steel. (B) Engineering stress-strain curves of the present steel deformed under tension along the RD and TD orientations. (C) The J-integral based resistance curves (J-R curves) measured from the C(T) specimens at room temperature.
Fig. 3. Toughening mechanisms in the steel. (A and E) The schematic diagrams of the RD and TD C(T) specimens showing the various sections for microstructure characterizations. (B and F) The fracture surfaces of the RD and TD C(T) specimens, clearly showing the thin-layer delamination bands on the fracture surface. (C and G) The SEM images captured on the through-thickness section normal to the fracture surface show the development of delamination cracks along PAGBs. Short delamination cracks (blue arrows) and deeply penetrated ones (red arrows) are found in the RD specimen whereas only shallow-penetrated delamination cracks formed in the TD specimen. Slender cracks disconnected from the fracture surface (pink arrows) were usually observed in the vicinity of the long delamination cracks. Corresponding schematic diagrams reveal that the significantly elongated PAGBs in the RD specimen facilitate the propagation of delamination cracks, while the short PAGBs and numerous PAGBs perpendicular to the crack propagation in the TD specimen hinder the extension of delamination cracks. (D and H) EBSD phase maps overlaid with the image quality maps scanned in the vicinity of the main crack tip on the mid-plane section of C(T) specimens. Schematic diagrams delineating the TRIP-toughening mechanism are shown below. The TRIP-induced martensite (\(\alpha''_{\text{TRIP}}\)) can be distinguished from the martensite matrix (\(\alpha_{\text{matrix}}\)) by higher image quality, due to the fact that the \(\alpha''_{\text{TRIP}}\) grains transformed from the retained austenite have a lower dislocation density (regions bounded by dashed white lines).
Fig. 4. Ashby map in terms of the fracture toughness versus the yield strength. Our ultrastrong steel overcomes the strength-toughness trade-off shown in most existing structural materials, especially high strength low alloy (HSLA) steels (29, 30), high carbon (C) steels (31), TRIP steels (32), dual-phase steels (33), austenitic stainless steels (34, 35), maraging steels (18, 19, 36), martensitic steels (37, 38), low C bainitic steels (39), nano bainitic steels (40), metallic glass (41), Al alloys (42), Ti alloys (43), nanocrystalline Ni (44), nanotwinned Cu (45), and high-entropy alloys (6, 7). Detailed composition and properties of these compared materials can be found in table S2.
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